Introduction
One of the $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{f}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ problems of the complexity theory and the automated reasoning theory is to find an efflciel\iota t proof system for propositional $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}$ ,lculus which is applicable for automated reasoning. The statement contains two intuitive concepts. $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\{_{j}$ , we have to make it clear what the, notion "efficient" means. There is a wide sprea, $\mathrm{d}$ understanding that pol.v,nomial time computability is the correct mathematical model of feasible $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$ . According to the opinion, truly "effective" system must have a polynomial size, $p(n)$ proof for every tautology of size ?1. $\ln [5] $ , Cook and Reckhow named such a syst $e\mathrm{m}$ , a $supe\uparrow\cdot s?J^{s}te?n$ . They showed that if there exists a super system, then $NP=$ co-NP; many people are highly skeptical $\mathrm{a},\mathrm{b}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$ the validity of this equality. Secondly, we have to have $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\dagger\mathrm{G}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}$ for propositional calculi to be applica,ble for automatic theorem proving. Intuitively, we sa.v $(_{}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ tautrologies are $\dot{(}\mathrm{i}1\iota|_{\mathfrak{l}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}},11.\mathrm{V}$ proved when we can construct a determirlistic $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}^{\cdot}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\iota \mathrm{e}$ which says yes if the input is a, tautology and says no otherwise. If we interpret our goal mosti strictly, we have to obtain a sound proof system which proves any tautology $\mathrm{p}o[.\mathrm{v}'$ nomially and the construction of the proof is $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}_{\mathrm{I}^{)}}1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ determined by the structure of the tautology. Then obviously $P=NP$ Is $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\cdot \mathrm{e},\mathrm{s}$ sary.
How can we relax our criteyria so that it is theorctically meaningful but still practical? One fairly natural approach is to give up to prove every tautology polynomially but confine ourselves to $\zeta$ 'familiar" tautologies. Gentzen's Hauptsatz suggests us that cut-free Gentzen type sequent calculus is one of the nlost $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ systems to be applied to automatic reasoning: we ($A\mathrm{J}1$ obtain a prooftrec automatically for any given tautology. Furt $l\iota \mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$ , the construction procedure can be determined solely by the structure of the given tautology. However, it is a,lready known that the $\rceil \mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ of steps required in the search procedure increases exponentially with the length of $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{P}^{11\mathrm{t}_{C}[^{(})]}}\mathrm{S}.$ . Resolution is a,nother propositional $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a},1_{\mathrm{C}11}]_{11}\mathrm{S}$ which is frequently mentioned in automatic theorem proving. It is also known that there are sequences of tautologies which require exponential size $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{S} [7] $ . Unfortunatel.V, the $1\iota \mathrm{a},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}$ examples for cut-free Gentzen $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\uparrow \mathfrak{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{m}$ or for resolution are not rare nor pathological, but they a.re rather commonly found combinatorial problems [10] .
We suggest another possible approach; if it is too much to ask to $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}$ a deterministic machine accepting tautologies in polynomial time, it is worth trying to construct a nondeterministic machine but the chance to obtain a sound proof for a giveIl tautology is relatively high.
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{I}\iota\dagger_{l}^{r}/I$ en system with cut-mle and Frege system are $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}$ to be stricfl $1\mathrm{y}$ more powerflll system than $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n} [7] , [3] $ . However, they do not satisfy the subforrnula property: the existence of cut-rule and modus-ponens $\mathrm{a},11_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}}\mathrm{s}$ unpredictable $\mathrm{r}_{0\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{s}}$ to coming into proofs. As a result, chanc, $/\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{I}}\mathrm{o}$ obtain appropriate proofs by $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ is very low even for $\mathrm{s}_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{p}^{]}\mathrm{e}^{\mathrm{Y}}$ tautologies. On the c,ontrary. if a system satisfies the subformula property, the $|_{)\mathrm{O}1\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{n}$ cl for sea] ( $\}_{\mathfrak{l}}$ will be relatively limited.
It is sensible to note $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{f}_{1}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{y}$ hard examples for $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}o$ position $i\beta$ calculus $:^{\backslash },1\iota \mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$ as pigeonhole principles are originally first-order sentences. $\mathrm{I}\dagger \mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ them into propositional formulas.
these propositions share an evident similarity, symmetries. If we (jan $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}_{\mathrm{t}^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c};\mathrm{s}}}\backslash \mathrm{L}$ ' as an inference rule that a tautology remains invariant under permuta, $\mathrm{t}\mathit{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}\downarrow$ of variables, proofs of propositions of this kind can be shortened $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y} [2] $ .
In this paper, we introduce a new inference rule to play the $\mathrm{r}o$ le: $p\epsilon$ ) $rm\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}t\prime xti_{\mathit{0}}n$ rule. We first show $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{t}$ a cut-free Gentzen type sequent calculus $\mathrm{p}1_{11\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{I}$ ) $e\Gamma \mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\iota \mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ , ca.lled $\mathrm{G}\subset_{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{F}'+_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}1\mathrm{n}\mathrm{U}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ , satisfies the subformula property. Then, we show $\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$ the system have polynomial size pro $o\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}$ for both the pigeonhole principle and the k-equipa,rtition.
2 Gentzen system GCNF' Definition 1
Resofution proves a formula to be a tautology by showing $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\uparrow_{}$ its nega,tion. which is put into conjunctive normal form, is $\mathrm{U}11\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}}$ .
A propositional variable is denoted by $p,$ $q,$ $r,$ $x$ . Each $\mathrm{p}_{T\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{p}o\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}11\mathrm{a}1$ variable has a conjugate (or negation) ) $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}$ a set of hypotheses to which we apply the $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}1_{1}\mathrm{l}|_{}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ rule until we obt ain the $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}_{\mathrm{I}}$) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ clause.
$c_{I}\mathfrak{c}^{\gamma},N\Gamma$ {' is a variant of cut-free Gentzen system introduced by Gallier ( $\mathrm{S}\{^{\mathrm{Y}}\mathrm{C}^{1}$ page 120 of [6] . Now we examine hard $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}$ for GCNF'. Haken showed an cxponential lower bound for resolution in [7] : he proved that there exists a constant $c$ , $c>1$ so that, for sufficiently large $\mathrm{n}$ , every resolution refutation of the pigeonhole principle $(PHP_{n})$ contains at least $c^{n}$ differellt clauses. Ajtai showed in [1] a superpolynomial lower bound for constant depth Frege proofs for the pigeonhole principle, and later showed a superpolynomial lower $\mathrm{t}$ ) $\mathrm{O}1\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}$ for constant depth Frege $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}o$ ofs for 2-Equipartition even assuming the pigeonhole $\mathrm{P}^{\Gamma \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}}$ iple. Their proofs can be translated to prove a superpolynomial lower bound for GCNF. given in [4] , but they are equivalent.) Proposition 2 (Haken [7]) There exists a constant $c$ , $c>1$ such that, for sufficiently large $\mathrm{n}$ , every GCNF' refutation of $PHP_{n}$ contains at least
There exists a constant $c$ , $c>1$ so that, for $\mathrm{s}\iota 1\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}_{1}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ la,rge $n$ , every GCNF' refutation of $k-Eq(n)$ contains at least It is straightforward to show that GCNF' $+\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ renaming $\mathrm{p}$ -simulates GCNF' $+\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ . Proposition 4 GCNF' $+\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ renaming $\mathrm{p}$ -simulates GCNF' $+_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}}}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ .
Ill general, GCNF' $+_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ does not satisfy the subformllla property. However, one can translat $e$ a given GCNF' $+\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}_{d}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}11\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ refutation into a $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{N}\Gamma^{4}\tau'+_{\mathrm{P}}e\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}^{-}1\mathrm{U}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ refutation satisfying the subformula property without increasing its size too much. Before we start, we need some definitions. In $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ following, we $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ a 2-dimensional image of directed acyclic graphs so that we can fix $\mathrm{t}\}_{1}\mathrm{e}$ order of right and left of nodes. Hence, $m$ also satisfies the subformula $\mathrm{P}^{\Gamma \mathrm{O}}\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{e}1}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$ .
We remark $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}' \mathrm{t}$ a close exanlin\partial tion of the proof of theorem 2 gives us a polynomial algorithm to translate a GCNF' $+\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\{_{}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ to $\mathrm{C}_{\mathrm{I}}\subset 1\mathrm{N}\iota\{^{\urcorner}'+\mathrm{p}(\mathrm{Y}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}' \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}(\mathrm{h}$ satisfies the Assume that we already have a regular GCNF' $+\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}$ rcfutation $P_{n-1}$ of $n_{\vee,p_{n}\bigwedge_{0}\bigwedge_{j}\overline{p}}j=0j=-2np0,j,$ $\ldots-02-1,j,\leq i<m\leq n-10\leq\leq n-2(i,j\overline{p}_{\gamma n},j)$ such that size $(P_{n-1})\leq \mathit{0}((n-1)^{6})$ . We supplement some lines below $P_{n-1}$ to obtain $P_{n,n-1}.\mathrm{F}\mathrm{i}\Gamma \mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}$ , we add a logical inference of which auxiliary literal is $p_{n-1},n-1$ .
$j=0j=0n-\vee^{2n}p_{0},j,$ $\ldots,p-2n-1,j,$ $0 \leq i<m\leq n-1\wedge\bigwedge_{n0\leq j\leq-2}(\overline{p}_{i,j}\overline{t)})m,j$ $\overline{p}n-1,n-1' \mathrm{P}n-1_{7},i-1(p_{n-1,n-1})$ $\overline{p}_{\eta-1,-1}n' n-2n-2nj=0j=^{0=}|0p_{0},j,$ $\ldots,pn-2,j.\vee p_{n-}1,i,\wedge,\bigwedge_{00\leq i<m\leq l-1\leq j\leq n-2}(\overline{p}i_{\mathrm{J}},\overline{p}m,j)-1$ Similarly, add logical inferences whose auxiliary literals are $pn-2,n-1,$ $\ldots$ , $p_{0,n-1}$ , and whose right $1\iota \mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ cedents are axioms. Then, we get
